Abstract-The upcoming DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) presents a demanding set of real-world tasks to be accomplished autonomously by robots. In this paper, we describe the de velopment of a system to control an existing humanoid robot to open a door, one of the many tasks of the DRC. Special emphasis is placed upon generating smooth trajectories which minimize unnecessary motion of the robot. We describe methods for generating and optimizing trajectories for the robot, and present preliminary results demonstrated on the physical robotic platform. To the best of our knowledge, we demonstrate the first large scale application of the CHOMP trajectory optimization in a situation with closed kinematic chain constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
The DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) is a U. S. government-sponsored competition aimed at promoting inno vation in robotic technology for disaster response operations. The primary goal is to develop robots capable of operating with human-like levels of competence in areas which are too hazardous for humans to go, for instance nuclear disaster sites. A secondary goal is to broaden the set of tools and technologies for those interested in developing hardware and software for ground robot systems. Central to the DRC are eight tasks including driving a utility vehicle, locomotion over rough terrain, clearing debris, climbing a ladder, and operating and repairing equipment, to name just a few. In this work, we focus on the task of autonomous door opening.
Drexel University was the recent recipient of an NSF Major Research Infrastructure (MRI) grant which provided funding to furnish several U. S. based institutions with the HUBO+ humanoid robot, designed and manufactured by KAIST. An earlier version of the robot is described in [1] . Hence, a team was formed consisting of Drexel and several partner institutions who were uniquely poised to use the HUBO+ platform to work on the DRC in a distributed fashion. Work on the door opening task is being conducted jointly between Swarthmore College and Drexel University, at the Drexel Autonomous Systems Laboratory.
The present phase of our development on the door opening task deals only with generating correct kinematic motion of the HUBO+ humanoid robot opening a standard door with ADAcompliant handle.
robot. Future works will address onboard perception and more complex dynamics. Quasi-static stability (i.e. maintaining the center of mass inside the support polygon of the robot) is the only dynamical consideration in this work. Hence, our chief goal is generating smooth motion of the robot to solve the door opening task, which we accomplish by using the Covariant Hamiltonian Optimization and Motion Planning (CHOMP) algorithm [2] .
In the remainder of the paper, we review related work, describe some of the theory behind the CHOMP algorithm, and describe implementation on the physical robotic platform.
A. Related Work
The DRC is not the first instance of autonomous door opening in robotics. In 2009, Arisumi et al. developed a system to allow the HRP-2 robot to open doors by applying impulsive forces to a swinging door [3] . The system also controls the robot to hold the door open as it walks through. In the same year, the Willow Garage PR-2 robot completed a milestone of autonomously completing over 25 miles of indoor navigation, including many instances of autonomous door opening to navigate between rooms [4] . We expect this work to prove useful especially as we begin to explore how to integrate onboard perception into our door opening experiments.
II. THEORY
The CHOMP algorithm [2] was founded upon the obser vation that state-of-the-art sampling based motion planners such as PRM or RRT [5] , [6] are simultaneously both over and under-powered. They are overpowered in that they are designed to overcome so-called "narrow passages" in the free configuration space of the robot, which are not necessarily present in many real-world motion generation tasks such as manipulation or locomotion, and they are underpowered in that the paths they generate typically contains jerk or unnecessary motion of the robot which must be removed in a subsequent post-processing step. The goal of CHOMP is to directly produce smooth motion which satisfies the myriad constraints (collision free, kinematically and dynamically valid) on the robot. CHOMP has been used successfully to generate robot motion in a variety of scenarios, including legged locomotion over rough terrain [7] .
Although the original version of CHOMP did not directly address complex kinematic constraints beyond joint limits and kinematic reachability, subsequent updates to the algorithm included them [8] . We use such constraints in this work to model the joint system of robot and door as a closed kinematic chain. In the following subsections, we derive a simplified version of the constrained CHOMP algorithm which neglects collisions (since the space around the door is assumed to be relatively uncluttered). Although we generally follow the derivations in [2] and [8] , a more detailed derivation is provided in a paper currently submitted for publication [9] .
A. The CHOMP smoothness objective
Let q E C c lR m be a robot configuration. Then a trajectory of the robot � can be represented as a set of n regularly spaced samples q(1), ... ,q(n) with fixed endpoints q(O) and q ( n + 1) , and separated by a timestep /:).t. Hence, independent of the endpoints (which are treated separately), � can be viewed as a vector in lR m n .
The smoothness of the trajectory can be expressed as some sum of squared derivatives, e. g. velocity. Hence, we write the smoothness objective as a sum of squared finite differences (1) where qY ) denotes the value of the jth degree of freedom at time t. We omit the constant factor of /:).t2 in the expression above since it does not affect the minimum attained by the optimization. Since the differentiation above is a linear operator, we can rewrite the expression in terms of an mn x mn finite differencing matrix where ® denotes the Kronecker (tensor) product. By defining an appropriate vector e which accounts for the fixed endpoints, we can then rewrite (1) as a simple quadratic form on �:
where A = KT K, b = KT e, and c = � eT e. We note that A is positive definite and very sparse (owing to the sparsity of K), and that A, b, and c are constant with respect to the interior points of the trajectory. Without any additional constraints, the minimum velocity trajectory in this case is a straight line in configuration space from q(O) to q(n + 1) , found by minimizing The constrained optimization problem is solved by setting the gradient of the Lagrangian to zero:
Rearranging terms, we can rewrite the above equation as the linear system
Using block-wise matrix inversion, we find that the ° which satisfies this is given by
where Q = (HA-1HT)-1. We need not solve for A at all since we are not interested in the value of the Lagrange multiplier in this problem, only its effect on the solution 0.
After solving (5) for 0, we update the solution � via the update rule � <-� + ° and repeat until the objective function value stops decreasing.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The initial trajectory for the robot is formed by interpo lating between a set of key poses using inverse kinematics (IK). The poses include (1) the initial pose of the robot, (2) a "pregrasp" position, which positions the hand near the door handle, (3) a "grasp" pose which places the hand grasping the handle, (4) a "handle turn" pose which turns the door handle 45° prior to opening, (5) a "partially open" pose which opens the door enough to begin releasing the handle, and (6) a "final" pose, which further opens the door and returns the handle to its original horizontal position. See Fig. 2 for an illustration. Our software lets us specify the parameters of the key poses via a configuration file. Future work will include a more ad vanced motion generation and validation scheme to choose the parameters automatically via some simple heuristics. Again, we hypothesize that since the environment is uncluttered and since doors have a regular and predictable structure, it is unnecessary to employ a complete motion planner for this task. Once the initial trajectory for the robot is generated, IK is no longer needed since the constrained CHOMP algorithm handles kinematic constraints via the manipulator Jacobians.
In our current implementation, we optimize over m = 9 degrees of freedom: six arm joints, the hip yaw joint, and both the door hinge and door handle angles. Some of the constraints are simple positional constraints: for instance, the door hinge and handle must remain motionless before the robot has grasped the door, and the door handle must be fully turned during the phase of the trajectory when the door is initially being opened. Other constraints reflect the closed kinematic chain formed by the robot and the door during grasping. These constraints specify that the sum of squared differences between the end effector position and the target position on the door handle must be zero at each timestep when grasping is active.
We discretize the trajectory using a timestep of 40 ms. For the 4. 2 seconds of door opening trajectory, this results in a trajectory of length n = 104. Over those 104 trajectory elements, there are k = 181 constraints active: 46 to fix the door hinge angle, 55 to fix the handle angle, and 80 to govern the closed chain kinematics between the end effector and the door. Although it it may seem odd that k > n, this is because multiple constraints are active at certain times during the trajectory. See Fig. 3 for an illustration of the sparsity structure of the constraint Jacobian H.
A. Numerical optimization
We implemented the constrained CHOMP algorithm using the linear algebra routines provided by the OpenCV [11] library. Since OpenCV has no native support for the skyline Cholesky decomposition of sparse banded matrices, a custom implementation was written to provide fast solution to equa tions of the form of (3).
Creating key poses and interpolating between them to create initial trajectory takes approximately 300 ms. Trajectory optimization takes approximately 40 s. Times were measured on a 2010 Mac Book Pro with a 2.5 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor. The bulk of the initial trajectory generation time is spent performing numerical IK using a Levenberg-Marquart solver. Our team is currently developing an analytical IK solution, which should speed IK computations greatly. The vast majority of optimization time is spent in computing the Q matrix, which requires solving a non-sparse linear system of size 181 x 181 (currently accomplished using OpenCV's Cholesky decomposition solver). Although the optimization performance is currently far from realtime, we expect it to improve in the future -see section IV for details.
B. Prel iminary robotic experiments
Development on the HUBO+ platform is in its initial phases. At present, the robot control software plays back trajectories from the trajectory generation without feedback, and there is no perception at all. Instead, the position of the robot relative to the door is surveyed by hand before trajectory generation. Additionally, precise control of the robot's hands is not enabled in our current control software, leading us to design trajectories which could result in door opening using a fixed hand shape.
Despite the preliminary nature of the lab setup, we were able to successfully demonstrate door opening in the lab, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Because we are still determining the safety limits of the robot in terms of joint torques and velocities, the trajectory is run at 112 speed, resulting in approximately 8 seconds of motion.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
To the best of our knowledge, this work represents the first large-scale application of constrained CHOMP to closed kine matic chains. Earlier implementations of constrained CHOMP handled only adjustable trajectory endpoints [8] or end effector orientation constraints which entail many fewer degrees of freedom [9] . Although the runtime performance of our current system is about lOx real-time performance, we anticipate sev eral ways to speed it up. Migrating to a different linear algebra library, especially one which explicitly uses parallelization (either on the CPU or GPU) could boost performance signifi cantly. Additionally, we are investigating multi-grid approaches to CHOMP which exploit the fact that the solution should change minimally if it is downsampled in time. The multi grid approach to CHOMP would therefore involve recursively solving a coarser version of the problem, and upsampling in time before further refining the trajectory.
Our current software does not optimize for either self collisions of the robot geometry, or collisions between the robot and the door. Although it is fairly easy to find collision free trajectories given the relatively uncluttered environments around doors, we would nonetheless like to include considera tion of collisions into our approach, as this was one of the great strengths of the original CHOMP algorithm. To support this, the authors of the FCL library [12] have agreed to assist us by adding more support for fast computation of closest point pairs between arbitrary convex objects.
As mentioned in section III-B, we are currently surveying the relative transformation between the robot and the door by hand. We plan to eventually migrate to an onboard perception system to detect doors and handles, similar to the approach of [4] ; however, as a stopgap measure in the mean time, we will use our lab's OptiTrack motion capture system to localize the robot and door, in order to test the system across a wider variety of initial poses.
The current door setup in the lab consists of a standard lightweight wooden door with an ADA-compliant handle. At present the door requires minimal force to open; however, in the future, we will likely add a spring and damper to the door, which will necessitate consideration of more complex dynamics during execution. Stilman, for example, extends the ZMP walking controller to handle external forces [13] . An alternative approach by Mistry et al. comes up with a principled approach for inverting the full rigid body dynamics of the system [14] . 
